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G being a graph. we define its cyclomatic cohesion ;,(G). Then. using Tseitin’s method (1970). we 
construcl a contradictory formula C(G) and prove our main theorem: Erur~ rr,xjlurio/l (!I C(G) 
1’011lU111\. <II lullsr. 7,1(;’ dr.\rirlc~r (~lLI1~,\<‘,\. A similar result was obtained by Urquhart (1987) with 
;I difkren~ method valid only for a spccltic family of graphs. 
0. Introduction 
Hard examples for regular resolution (i.e. resolution where an eliminated boolean 
may not appear again) were proved first by Tseitin [lo], who has introduced 
a method associating a formula with a graph. 
The intractibility of general resolution was obtained first by Haken [7]. With 
a similar method, Urquhart has shown a specific family of Tseitin’s formulas to be 
hard. A probabilistic result is also given by Chvatdl and Szemertdi [2]. 
But for a general graph, the complexity of resolution on the corresponding Tseitin’s 
formula was still unknown. We link it with a cyclomatic property of the graph: the 
cyclomatic cohesion. 
We consider a finite set @ of “booleans”. V!JEB, (b, + ) ((h, ~ )) is called the positire 
(nr<jarirr) lit~rl of‘supporf /J and is denoted by b (h’). A literal. positive or negative, is 
denoted by I, and the opposite one by I’. 
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A finite set of literals whose supports are distinct from one another is called ;I c~/tr~\v. 
We shall identify ;i clause uith ;I partial map from u to ( +. I_ For instance. the 
clause I I. 2’. 3) represents the map 1 - -t. 2 ++ -. 3 H +. The empty clause is de- 
noted by PI. 
Let (’ be ;I clause: the product of the signs of its literals is called the si~q~trr~rrr~ 
of 1’ and is denoted by sgn((,). By convention. sgn( A I= +. The detinition set of (’ is 
called the support of (’ and is denoted by c. The set of literals [I, /‘EC.) is ;i clause 
denoted by /. For instance. if (‘= [ I. 2’. 3;. then sgn(c,) = -. q = [ I. 2. 3 i and 
(.’ = i ( I ‘. 7. 3’ j. 
A finite set of clauses is called ;I ,f;~vrr~t/tr. 
A map from B to / +. - I is called a rtrl~rlio~ ( + may be seen as “true” and ~ as 
“false”). A baluntion is identified with a clause of support B. 
A clause (’ is said to bc .su~I’.$LJLI by ;I valuation I‘ if c’q? I‘. A valuation I‘ is 
said to be a .so/~rtior~ of ;I formula C. if. V(.E(‘. (’ is satistied by I‘. The set of solutions of 
C is denoted by sol(C); C is said to bc c.c,rlfr.rlrlic.to,.~, if sol(C) =(I and satisfiable 
otherwise. 
If I(., n(,;l= I. then the ciauso ((’ I c,>)u(c~ c,‘, J is called the r.c~.sc~/r’cv~t of (‘, and 
(‘?, 11 is said to be obtained by trrlrlilliltrtirq t/w .wppor’t of’ c, n (,> and is 
denoted (‘, - (‘?. 
For instance. 11.1’.iI-[2.3.4]=:1._~.41 and Ilj’.YII’i=A. but (l.2’.31 and 
‘I 3’ 4j do not define a resolvent. ,-._. 
Let (’ be a formula and (R. E) be ;I binary tree with root ra. If cp is a map from R to 
the set of clauses on @ such that 
l if I’ is ;I leaf then (P(V) belongs to C. 
l if I’ has two sons I’ , and I’: then (p(r) is the resolvcnt of q(r,) and (p(r-). 
then (K. E. cp) is said to be ;I wsoluticm of C proGp cp(ra). 
An example is shown in Fig. I. 
By Robinson’s theorem [Y]. C is contradictory if and only if there exists a resolution 
of C proving A 
Fig. I 
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1. Resolution guide 
I. 1. Definitions 
Let (* be a clause on B and (S, A) a binary tree of height iB\cI with 2’@ ‘I leaves; 
c being identified with the root of (S, A), let x be a map from A to the set of literals on 
B\c such that 
l Vu,, alEA, if m, and a2 are in a same path of (S, A), then cx(al) + x(aJ; -- 
o Vu,, tr,~A, if ul, and CI~ have the same starting point, then ~(a,)=x(a~)‘. 
Under these conditions, (S, A, x) is called a resolution guide uith goal c on B. By 
convention, if ~(a) is a positive (negative) literal. a is said to be a left (right) edge. This 
convention will be applied to all figures. 
For all SES, there exists a unique path (si, . . ..s~) in (S, A) from s1 =sa to sk=s. The 
clause c’u J i (s 1, sz), . , (sk _ , , sk) } is called the c/ause gitlen by s and is denoted by c(s). 
In particular, c(sa) = c. 
Let d be a clause and s a vertex of (S, A). We say that d eliminates (preserves) s if d’ is 
included (not included) in c(s). 
Lemma 1.1 (Resolution guide lemma). Let (R, E, cp) he a resolution of a jkmula 
C proving a clause c. We can construct a purt C = (S, A, 3) of a resolution guide with goal 
c’ cxmmictrlly associated with (R, E, q). It is called the skeleton of (R, E, cp). 
Proof. Initially, S= (sa), c(sa) =c’ and an injective map ti from S to R is defined by 
$(sa) = ra. 
By hypothesis, during the construction, s, c(s) and r=+(s) are defined and are such 
that q(r) c c(s)‘. 
Only three cases are possible: 
CUSP I: The clause cp(ri/(.s)) is generated by annihilating b and b+<(s). Then, we can 
construct two sons rss and lss of s and let ~((s, rss))= h’ and x((s, lss))= b, so that 
c(rss)=c(s)ujh’) and c(lss)=c(s)u jhJ. 
By the convention on the sons rsr and lsr of r, hEcp(rsr) and h’Ecp(lsr). So 
cp(rsr) c q(r)u jhJ c c(rss)’ (cp(lsr) c ~(1s~)‘) and we can let $(rss) = rsr and $(lss) = lsr. 
Case 2: The clause cp($(s)) is generated by annihilating b and b~c(s). Let us suppose 
that bEc(s). We obtain cp(lsr) c cp(r)u jb’) c c(s)‘u {b’ ) = c:(s)‘; in that case, we modify 
$ and let $(s)=lsr. If b’Ec(s), we let $(s)=rsr. 
Case 3: The clause 9($(s)) belongs to C. 
In cases 1 and 2, the construction goes on recursively. In the third case, it comes to 
an end. As (R, E, cp) is finite, the algorithm will stop. 0 
The two conditions on x, given above, are respected. So, the skeleton of (R, E, cp) is 
part of at least one resolution guide with goal c’. Note that every leaf I of 1 is 
eliminated by the clause cp($(/)). 
For instance, the skeleton of resolution in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. 
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(ii) Let I‘ be any resolution guide with go;11 c,’ and let la bc the set of lcav~s in 1. 
:c(1). /EL I is the set of valuations containing c.’ and so does not depend on r. Point 
(i) shows us that. V/EL. ~/CC. tl’ c c,(I) and I is eliminated. 
2. Formula defined by a graph 
The graphs we shall conaider ha\c ;I finite set .Y of “vertices” and ;I farnil, 
c:= :Ili;;<, of “edges” lvhich arc unordered pairs (.Y. 4‘) of vertices. 
V\-E .Y. the set of edges (loops) containing .\- is called the /wrr~t/rr/~~~ (i tcvior hourultrr~~) 
of .\- ulci is denoted b!, /;,( 1-1 (fi,,(.\-)): ,/;;(_\Y) fi,,(.\-) is called the cl.\-fcr’ior ho~rrultrrl~ o! 
Y and is denoted by fe,,(.v). if G is ob\.ious. we write ,/(.Y). fi(z) and fe(.\-). 
The set of connected component5 of G is denoted by co(G). and tho one containing 
;I piLen certex .\ is denoted by co(.\-. G). 
G =(X. I . fl) is called iin trlfcwrc~lc~l p.trph on @ if 
l (.Y. I~) is ;I graph where B i\ the set of indices of I’. 
0 0 is ;I map from .Y 10 I t. ~ :. called the sirn. 
In graphic representations. vertices of sign + ( ~ ) will be marked by ( 0 ). An edge 
~1, \vill be frequently identiticd with its index /I. 
Let H = ( 1’. 1 ) be ;I subgraph of G. The product 1 1 OF, o( j,) is called the siqrz of H and 
ih denoted b, n( H j: lf is said to be CI’(W if cr(H I + . and cult/ otherwise. 
LCI &,.I! I’. c) bc an alternated graph and .X ;I vcrtcx of G. The set of clauses 
;(,=[I, uJ7. d, =/v(_\-) and sgn(tl, ) = ~ m(.\-). d2 =fi(.\-) 1 is said to be ~r.s.soc~itrtcc/ \t.it/l 
\- and i’r denoted by G(.\-). 
C 
Fig. 3. 
Example. Let G be the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
The set G(.u) is ( (I, 2’1, {I’, 2’) ) and the set G(J)) is ( 12, 3}, {2, 3’ I 1 J I’ 
Let G be an alternated graph 
by G and is denoted by C(G). 
on B. The set UXEx G(x) is called the,formula dejned 
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Let I be a literal on lj, the map o\l from X to ( +, ~ ) is defined as follows: 
l If I is positive or if I is a loop, then o\,/=o. 
l If I is negative and if I=(.u, J)(.u +y), then 
(a\/)(x)= -a(s), (a\/)(~)= -o(_Y) and Vz$(.u, J), (a\l)(z)=o(z). 
The alternated graph (X, U \ [ !I, rr\ 1) is said to be obtained by drletion of 1 in G and 
is denoted by G’;I. 
As, VII, 12, (a’;/, )‘,I2 =(a? /2)‘, I,, we can naturally define o\c for each clause c on B. 
The alternated graph (X, U \,(a, a’,~) is said to be obtained by deletion of c in G and is 
denoted by G / c. The graph (X, U\,g) is denoted by G\c. 
Let < be a clause on B and V be the subset of U indexed by c. For each edge 
P,,=(.Y. J.)~E C: let P,,=(co(.Y. G\ c). CO(J’, G\(z)), and v be the family (c,,),,,. We define 
a sign g,‘c on co(G\,c) as follows: 
YYEX. (o/c)(co(r, G:c))= n (O\,(.)(J). 
?‘E CO,S. G c, 
The alternated graph (co(G:,c), v, u,‘c.) is called the quotient of G by G\,c, and is 
denoted by G/c. The graph (co(G\c.). V) is denoted by G/c. 
Example. Let G be given by Fig. 4 and c = 14. 11, 12, 14’. 19. 22, 3 I ). 
_ _ _ 
G\c 
Fig. 4 
2.3. C’~-c.lor77rrtic, t7otiot7.s 
An edge u is called a cycle edge if ico(G :(I) )I = Ico(G)I, and an isthmus otherwise. 
The number ~,(G)=(UI-lXl+lco(G)1 is called the c~j~*/on~utic~ number of G. For 
every graph G, r(G) is a nonnegative integer (see [I]). 
For SEX. 11 (G ./Is)) is called the c.~.c.h777trtic. dcyrcw of .v in G and is denoted by &(.v) 
or ii(u). if G is obvious. 
The number c)(G) = max Ib(.v), SEX) is called the ~~~~lo777crric~ dry-w of G. 
Let 01 be a permutation of B, The sequence GO =co(G), G, = G ’ ((I)( 1)). ., 
Gi = G ‘(I)[ I . .i]. . G,, , = G, is called the .seq~r/tc~~~ trc.cmdir7g to CIJ c?f‘ thr quotiet7t.s 
of’ G. 
The number ;,((,I) = max [6(Gi ). ig@I is called the c~~~~lor71ntic~ cdwsior7 of c!,. As 
G ( = G, we have 6(G)<;~(to) for every permutation (I) of @ 
The number ;‘(G)= min (;,((.v). (11 describing the set of permutations of @I is called 
the c~~~c~/omutic~ rd7rsior7 of G. For every graph. (i(G),<;,(G). 
A vertex co(s. G c,) in G,‘c,, such that j(co(.v. G ,(‘))>;*(G), is called a tmvrr of G with 
respect to (‘. 
Let 01 be-a permutation of @. If there is one DEB such that c=(o[ I. . . ..i]. then (11 is 
said to be an c~.\‘trr7.sior7 of C, and a tower with respect to c is called a tower of (!I with 
index i. 
If. for any extension (0, of 5, CO(.Y. G c,) contains a tower of (I). then co(.v. G C) is 
called a rm7part of G. 
If CO(.Y. G C) is a tower and if. Vcl c c’. co(.v, G ,rl) is a rampart. then co(.v, G (,) is 
called a kec~p of G. 
Lemma 2.2 (The rampart lemma). Let co(s, G c,) he (I rr7777prt. CJ u71 t~.~tcv7.sio77 c!f 
< trrzd k tl7r hst irulc.~ ,fiw u tmc’er c!f’co w77tui77d it7 CO(.Y, G c,). 
T/m, ViE [ 15 /. . k]. t/t /c’tlst OIIL’ rrr77077q thcj c’o777po77r77t.s &o((; (!J [ 1. , j]) (‘OH- 
t~7irwrl ir7 co(.Y. G c) is (7 rc7777pr7rf. 
Proof. We note first that, VFEX. v’i, i’. i’ > i. co(y. G ~o[!....,i’])c 
co( J‘. G (o[ I. . i] ). Let us now suppose that. for some i> 1c.1, none of the compon- 
ents Y of G, (,I[ 1, . . . . i], contained in Z=CO(.Y. G,‘w[ I. . . . . i]). is a rampart. 
For any Y contained in Z. there exists. by hypothesis, a permutation wY of its edges 
such that any extension of (I)[ 1, .__ . i] using CO) would have no tower in I’. 
As Z is a disjoint union of components Y, there exists an extension (0’ of w[ 1.. . ,i] 
using ~cJ), 1' c Z) which has no tower contained in Z. 
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This leads us to a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2.3 (The keep theorem). Let G =(X, U) be a connected graph and o a permu- 
tation of@. Then there e_uists at least one tower qf w which is CI keep. 
Proof. (i) Let us first see that there is a sequence of ramparts, the last one being 
a tower. 
For all .uEX, CO(.Y, G\0)=G is clearly a rampart. 
Let us suppose that CO(.Y, G\o[!, . . ..!I) is a rampart but not a tower. 
Three cases are possible: 
Cusr I: ru(i+ 1 )#co(x, G\w[!, . . . . 11); then we have that CO(.Y, G\w[A, . . ..!I)= 
co(x, G\w[!, . . . . i-t 11). 
CUW 2: o(i+ 1) is an isthmus of CO(.Y, G\w[!,...,i]). In that case, 
co(s, G\,uJ[!, . ..,!I) is divided into two components, at least one being a rampart by 
the rampart lemma. 
Case 3: o(i+l) is a cycle of co(~,G\w[!,...,j]). In that case, a new loop on 
co(x, G\,o[!, . . . . j]) is created and G(co(.u, G\w[!, . . . . i+ l]))=b(co(x, G\w[!, . . . . i])) 
+ 1; CO(.Y, G\o[!, . . ..i+l]) is a rampart and may be a tower. 
In case 1, the induction hypothesis is still true at stage i+ 1. 
In case 2, the induction hypothesis is verified at stage i + 1 if we replace x by one of 
the rampart’s vertices. 
In case 3, if a tower is not obtained, the induction hypothesis is still true. 
So, a tower of w will be obtained. 
(ii) This tower is u keep. Let i be its index and d c w [ 1, . . , i]. For any extension w’ 
of d, let k be the least integer such that w’[l, . , k] 3 w[ 1,. . . . i- 11. Only two cases 
are-possible: 
- - 
Case 1: The component co(x, G\d) contains a tower of o’ with index <k. 
Case 2: The component CO(.Y, G\o[i, . . . . i_l]) being a rampart, one of its com- 
ponents in co(G\w’[ 1, . . ..&I) is also a rampart by the rampart lemma. 
In both cases, CO(.Y~ G\d) contains a tower of (0’. So, CO(.Y, G\d) is a rampart and 
CO(.Y, G\\<) is a keep. 0 
2.5. Sinlplc cluuses 
In that part, G(X, U, a) is an odd connected alternated graph on a set B of 
booleans. 
Let c be a clause. An odd connected component of G\c is called a territory of c. 
Remark. If LEG, then ({x}, 0) IS a territory of c but this territory may not be the 
only one. 
If G is given by Fig. 5, then the clause (1,2’, 3,4’} belongs to G(x) and admits three 
territories. 
A clause (’ which admits only one territory is said to bc .s~HI~~/c. Its only territory is 
denoted by ter(c,). 
Remark. Every subclause of a simple clause is simple. 
The proofs may be found in [5]. 
3. Resolution of C(G) 
Let G bc an odd connected alternated graph on @. let c be ;I simple clause whose 
territory ter(c,) is ;I rampart. UKI (K. 15’. cp) be ;I resolution of C(G) proving c specitied as 
follows: 
K = [ I. _. _. 17: and ra = I is the root. 
VVEK. lsr[r.] is the left son of I’ if it exists and 0 otherwise. 
rsr[r] is the right son of r if it exists and 0 otherwise. 
cp [I.] is the clause contained in I*. 
li[v] is the only literal of q[rsr[r’]] q[r] if I’ is not a leaf. and 0 otherwise. 
Hy convention on rsr. li[v] is ;I positive literal. 
Results. A set I’ of booleans (edges) and ;I set SC of simple clauses. 
Rcc,ur.sirc p~~~d~rr~~ Treat (.\. tl) 
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Treat (s, d ); 
h:= Ii [$ [s]]; 
if cond = false 
then 
; v:= vu [h]; 
if a vertex .? of G/V, contained in ter(c), is a keep 
then cond:= true; 
1 
els:if h$ V then h:= 0; 
while (hod) do 
(if htcthen $[s]:=lsr[$[s]] else $[s]:=rsr[$[s]]; 
h:= Ii [IC/ [s]]: 
if i’* 0 
then 
{r:=r+ 1; /* create the left son of s*/ 
fl[e]:=h: lss[s]:=e; pred[e]:=s; $[e]:=lsr[$[s]]; Treat(e, du (hi ); 
e:=e+ 1: /* create the right son of s*/ 
p[u]:= h’; rss[.s]:=e; pred[r]:=s; $[e]:= rsr[$[s]]; Treat(e, du (h’) ); 
else 
if (cond=true and (p(\J/(s)) is simple and scter(ci,[$[s]])) then 
SC:=SCu[q7[t+b[.s]]]; 
Climb is defined as 
($[I]:= 1; P:= 1; p[l]:=O; V:=q; cond:=false: SC:=@; Treat(l, c’)). 
Proof. Let C=(S, A, x) be the skeleton of (R, E. cp). By the inclusion theorem and the 
autumn lemma, we prove that q(R) must contain at least one clause in ~G(.Y), 
.yEter(c)) and. hence, that x(.4) contains every literal whose support is an edge in 
ter(c’). 
As ter(c) is a rampart and Vincreases edge by edge, by the keep theorem, at a stage 
of the construction, V is such that there exists a vertex .c of G/V, contained in ter(c*), 
which is a keep. 
Let r be a resolution guide with goal c’ on V and @ be the set of leaves in the binary 
tree constructed by Climb. By the autumn lemma, every leaf of f is eliminated by 
a clause in cp($(@)). 
Let DL be the set of leaves I in r. for which c(I)’ is simple and ter(rs(l)‘)=.-?. As 
a subclause of a simple clause is simple, V~EDL, 1 is eliminated by a simple clause 
whose territory, containing 2, is a rampart. 
Dtrtrr An odd connected and alternated graph on B and a resolution (R. E, cp) of 
C(G) proving A (which is a simple clause whose territory G is a rampart). 
AIgot?tlm 
I FC:=O: Applied Climb to (R. E. q): FC:= SC: 
While (~~EFC and ter(c) is not a keep) do 
[applied Climb to the subtree of (R. E. q) proving (‘; FC:=(FC [c])uSC: 
Proof. Every clause (,EFC is simple by construction and ter(c) containing a keep .f is 
a rampart. If ter(c,)+.\-. then it contains more than one vertex of G and so c$C(G). So 
(’ is the root of a subresolution of (R. E, (p) and we can apply Climb to this data; 
(R, E. (p) being finite. the process will stop because it works from the root to the leaves. 
We construct a resolution guide r associated with the fall-of-the-keep algorithm in 
the following way: 
At the beginning, 1‘ is reduced to a single distinguished leaf of weight I. 
At the current stage. let us suppose that a distinguished leaf 1 is eliminated by 
a clause (’ in SC. If Climb is applied to this clause (‘, then a subtree of root 1 is added to 
r and the weight of I is divided into the new distinguished leaves. 
Let c be a clause. We denote by l,(c) the number r(G)-Y(G (,) and prove that the 
total weight eliminated by 1’ in f is less than 2”““. 
The weight eliminated by A is I. 
Let h be a boolean not belonging to (’ and associated with a cycle edge of G (‘. 
Extending P, if necessary. we can suppose that, for every distinguished leaf 1. c(I) I 
(‘uh. Then. by the inclusion theorem, the total weight eliminated by (‘u (h) (or cuh’j ) 
is exactly half of the total weight eliminated by c. This weight is reduced if. in fact. 
c’uh Q c(I) for some distinguished leaves I of I’. 
So. by induction, the weight eliminated by (’ is less than 2 ~““). 
As all the leaves in 1. are eliminated. we conclude that lctb(. 2 -““> 1. 
Proof. The fall-of-the-keep algorithm gives us a set FC of simple clauses belonging to 
(p(R). For all ~EFC. ter(c) is a keep and. consequently, r(G)- \#(G c)>;‘(G). 
By the counting lemma. x,F1-c 2”” ‘I ‘““> 1. So. ]~J(R)~>~FC]>I!“‘~‘. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let G he an odd alternated graph. An optimal resolution of C(G) is 
obtained by the Davis-Putnam procedure applied with an optimal order on the hooleans. 
3.3. The Margulis graphs 
Margulis [S] defines the following family of graphs: 
VnEN*, let XA and Xi be disjoint sets in one-to-one mapping with Z/nZ x Z/nZ 
and let X,,=XLuXz. Let U, be obtained by joining each element (x, y) in XL to the 
following elements in Xi: (.u, IS), (.Y+ I, y), (x, y+ l), (.u, x + y) and (- y, x). 
(X,, U,,) is called the Murgulis gruph with index !I and is denoted by Mar,,. Galil [6] 
proves the following result (The Galil-Margulis theorem): 
There exists (I real k>O such thut, VneN*, y(Mar,)>kn’. 
We conclude: For infinitel), man)’ n 3 1, there are unsatisjable formulas G,, over O(n) 
cariables which contain O(n) clauses. such that ecery resolution qf G, contains at least 2” 
distinct clau.srs. 
4. Conclusion 
Resolution, whose complexity is exponentially growing, is intractable on the for- 
mulas defined with the Margulis graphs. 
Our result generalizes, by applying to any graph, the result obtained by Urquhart 
[l I]. So, we obtain not only an exponentially growing lower bound but a counting 
method for the number of distinct clauses and we can conclude that the most efficient 
resolution of a Tseitin formula is given by the Davis-Putnam procedure [3] with an 
optimal order on the booleans. 
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